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Abstract

In traditional automated manufacturing, the motions of an industry robot are

programmed step by step by humans for a specific task, which is costly and time-

consuming. This greatly limits the application of industry robot when the production

is relatively small. This thesis proposes two touch-based localization approaches ex-

tended from the importance-sampling particle filter for a potentially large and com-

plex object in 3D workspace, both of which can achieve high precision and real-time

localization speed and can be potentially used for automated manufacturing. The

rigid-body particle filter assumes that an accurate geometry model of the object is

provided, while the datum particle filter takes the engineering tolerance for manu-

factured part into consideration and provides a method to localize a task location

defined by datums on an object with internal degrees of freedom. Both approaches

have been evaluated in simulation. Our results show that the proposed approaches

can quickly reduce the estimation accuracy in both translational and rotational di-

mensions within 10 measurements.
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1 Introduction

Automated manufacturing requires high-precision localization of parts, which is currently achieved

largely by human aid and the pre-design of fixed set of localization actions for robot arms. In

these tasks, robots are programmed for a specific part, and are needed to be reprogrammed for a

new task. Reprogramming the industry robots is costly, since the actions for each robot should be

precisely designed and multiple robots should coordinate for different manufacturing and assem-

bling processes of a single part. All of the actions of a robot arm should be planned step by step

with high precision. Because the robots are fixed, sometimes a new assembly line is required for

the new task. This greatly limits the application of manufacturing robot when the production of

a single object is relatively small.

Great efforts have been made in order to increase the flexibility of the industry robots. One

of the most heavily explored fields is how to allow the robots to perceive the environment them-

selves rather than programmed by human. Localization is such a task for a robot to construct the

space information of its surroundings, which includes localizing itself and localizing the objects

that we are interested in. This thesis will focus on object localization techniques.

There are two major categories of localization in terms of sensors that are used for per-

ceptions. Vision-based approaches make use of visual features of objects in order to estimate

their locations and poses by adopting visual sensors such as RGB-D cameras and LIDAR sys-

tems, while point-based approaches localize by either directly contacting the object surface using

probes or measuring the distance using point sensors.

In this thesis, the problem is defined to localize the full SE(3) pose with 6 degrees of freedom

(DOFs) of an manufactured part using touch probe and achieve high precision that is comparable

to the requirement in manufacturing. In more detail, the part to be localized is assumed to be

fixed in the workspace, and the robot will make direct measurements on the part in order to

localize it. The object can potentially be large and have complex shape. Prior information of the

shape of the part is required. The geometry (CAD) model that is used in this work is triangle

mesh stored in a STL file, which is a common practice in industry. This thesis starts with the

assumption that the part is a rigid body and will match the given CAD model exactly. This mildly

simplifies the problem, since the model will tell us exact relative position and one can localize
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the whole object by localizing its sub-area.

Rather than calculating a single best estimate of the pose, the uncertainty in knowledge is

represented by a probability distribution. Estimating the probability distribution is important

both for allowing multiple good estimates and knowing when the object is localized sufficiently.

For feasibility, this probabilistic belief is represented numerically by a list of points drawn from

the true distribution called particles. A measurement updates the belief using a particle filter

[28].

Unlike some other Bayesian estimation approaches such as Kalman filters [16], extended

Kalman filters [15] and unscented Kalman filters [14], particle filters can easily model non-

Gaussian and multi-modal probability distribution. For touch localization, contact sensors yield

a highly non-linear measurement model, and the belief can frequently become multi-modal when

multiple configurations are all consistent with the measurement. These properties make particle

filter a popular approach for touch localization tasks.

Standard particle filters behave poorly both when the dimensionallity of the system grows

large and when measurements become precise [17]. In this problem a large initial uncertainty is

considered in the six-dimensional system, and measurements with low uncertainty are required to

achieve high tolerance performance. Updating the belief after performing such a measurement

will eliminate most particles, leaving a poor representation of the posterior. This problem is

called particle starvation.

This work first presents a solution to particle starvation during touch localization (Section

3). A particle filter is designed for rigid-body objects with an alternate update procedure that is

able to both combine accurate measurements with the prior and achieve real-time localization

performance.

However, during the manufacturing and assembly processes there are tolerances between

different sections of the assembly. A datum is defined as a geometric constraint within the object

that is used as the reference to define the location of one section of the part with respect to

another section. The tolerance is the allowed deviation of the actual manufactured dimensions

from the nominal designed dimensions. A part is assumed to be able to be divided into precisely

manufactured sections.
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The introduction of tolerance increases the degrees of freedom of the system. These internal

DOFs can be modeled as transformations with uncertainty between sections of the object. For

objects with internal tolerances, perfectly localizing a single datum will not necessarily reduce

the uncertainty of the full system sufficiently to perform the desired task. On the other hand, it is

usually only necessary to localize a subset of the sections of an object.

The rigid-body assumption will be relaxed later in this thesis, where only the probability

distributions of such geometric relationships are provided and tolerance between different rigid

sections of the part is allowed. The task is defined as estimating the pose of a goal feature

given multiple measurements obtained through probing. The proposed rigid-body particle filter

is generalized to maintain and update the joint probabilistic distribution of different rigid sections

of a part based on measurements on only some of them. This datum particle filter is able to

achieve very high precision given both of pose uncertainty and internal uncertainties.

The contributions of this thesis include:

1. Proposed a probabilistic approach to update the belief of the pose of an object both in high

precision and in real-time speed based on touch measurements, which can model nonlinear

and non-Gaussian distributions.

2. Extended the proposed approach for object with datums given only its partial geometric

information.

This thesis first summarizes the background and related work of localization using Bayesian

estimation techniques, especially commonly-used importance-sampling particle filter (Section

2). The framework of rigid-body particle filter for high-precision real-time localization is then

introduced (Section 3), and is later generalized to datum particle filter for objects with coupled

rigid sections (Section 4). The proposed approaches were both evaluated on a simulated part.

The rigid-body particle filter was also tested on our robot.

2 Background and Related Work

The localization task of a 3D object requires updating the estimate of its SE(3) pose given a

set of measurements and a initial belief of its pose. A belief bel(·) is an estimated probabilistic
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distribution that is either directly given or obtained during the localization process. For particle

filters, a state represents a certain pose of the object. The state belief is estimated by a group of

particles, each of which maintains a candidate discrete state of the object.

Unlike localization with cameras, the assumption that an good initial belief is provided is

important for touch localization due to the low efficiency in perceiving a large area when point

sensors are used. If the initial uncertainty of the pose is large, vision-based approaches can be

applied first to refine the initial belief.

Let state xt ∈ SE(3) represent the pose of the object in 6-dimensional configuration space

[20] at time t. The prior bel(x0) is the belief of the state before any measurement. Given a series

of measurements {zt} and controls {ut} of the object, our goal for the localization is to estimate

the posterior:

bel(xt) = p(xt|z1:t, u1:t) (1)

For touch localization, at any time t, a good measurement zt will result in an actual contact

between the surface of the probe and the object, thus only a subset of all potential poses from

bel(xt) will be consistent with this measurement zt. When zt is accurate, the object with a candi-

date pose xt should exactly contact with the surface of the touch probe without any intersection.

All poses that are consistent with this measurement will be lie on a lower dimensional manifold

in the configuration space. This manifold is called a contact manifold [17]. For each accurate

measurement, the updated state belief should then become the intersection of current belief and

its corresponding contact manifold.

When there is measurement error from the sensors, the object and the probe may overlap

with each other or have some clearance between the two surfaces due to inaccurate measure-

ment. In this case, the probability that a pose xt is consistent with the current measurement zt is

represented by p(zt|xt, z1:t−1, u1:t) and determined by the measurement error.

2.1 Particle Filter

An important assumption of the localization process is Markov property. Markov property as-

sumes that the state xt at any time t is complete and thus it is the best representation of the states,
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observations and controls in all previous steps [28]. One such example is localizing a target ob-

ject, where the observation in time t only depends on its current pose xt, regardless its previous

observations and poses, i.e. p(zt|x0:t, z1:t−1, u1:t) = p(zt|xt).

Given Bayes rules and Markov assumption, the target posterior given above can be simplified

to the following equality:

bel(xt) = p(xt|z1:t, u1:t) (2)

= ηp(zt|xt, z1:t−1, u1:t)p(xt|z1:t−1, u1:t) (3)

= ηp(zt|xt, z1:t−1, u1:t)
∫
p(xt|xt−1, z1:t−1, u1:t)p(xt−1|z1:t−1, u1:t)dxt−1 (4)

= ηp(zt|xt)
∫
p(xt|xt−1, ut)bel(xt−1)dxt−1 (5)

Equation 3 and 4 are obtained directly from Bayes rules, where η = p(zt|z1:t−1, u1:t)−1 is

the normalization factor. Equation 5 is obtained by applying Markov assumption. Note that

p(xt−1|z1:t−1, u1:t) = p(xt−1|z1:t−1, u1:t−1), since ut happens after xt−1 and should have no in-

fluence on the belief bel(xt−1). Equation 5 provides a recursive way to estimate state xt from its

previous estimation based on the new measurement and control at time t. This process is called

Bayes filtering, where forward measurement probability p(zt|xt) and state transition probability

p(xt|xt−1, ut) are called measurement model and motion model, respectively.

There are different approaches that are variants to the basic Bayes filter. For nonparametric

target distribution, one of the most commonly used techniques is particle filter [28]. Instead of

precisely computing and maintaining the belief in parametric forms, particle filters approximate

the posterior by keeping track of a finite set of discrete state samples with the corresponding

weight for each sample. Each sample together with its weight here is called a particle, which is

drawn from the target distribution. If each sample has unit weight, the density of the particles

will correspond to the target distribution.

Let Xt = {jxt}Nj=1 represents a set of N particles at time t. Directly sample from the target

distribution bel(xt) is difficult. Alternatively, the particle filter algorithm proposes to sample
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Algorithm 1 Importance-Sampling Particle Filter

Input: particles Xt−1 = {jxt−1}Nj=1

Input: observation zt and control ut
Output: particles Xt = {jxt}Nj=1

1: Xt ← ∅, X̂t ← ∅
2: for j = 1 to N do
3: jxt ∼ p(xt|jxt−1, ut)
4: jwt ← p(zt|jxt)
5: X̂t ← X̂t ∪ 〈jxt, jwt〉
6: end for
7: for j = 1 to N do
8: draw with replacement ixt ∝ iwt
9: Xt ← Xt ∪ ixt

10: end for

from a proposal distribution g(xt):

g(xt) =

∫
p(xt|xt−1, ut)bel(xt−1)dxt−1 (6)

This turns out to be a much easier task, since the samples from t− 1 are already an estimation of

bel(xt−1), thus the sample from p(xt|jxt−1, ut) for all particles jxt−1 ∈ Xt−1 is exact the sample

from the proposal distribution g(xt).

The final samples Xt can be obtained by weighting each new sample from the proposal dis-

tribution using importance factor jwt. The importance factor is defined by the quotient between

the target distribution bel(xt) and the proposal distribution g(xt):

jwt =
bel(jxt)

g(jxt)
= ηp(zt|jxt) (7)

This process is called importance sampling. After the weighting, the samples {〈jxt, jwt〉}j
should be the unbias estimation of bel(xt). The original particle filter uses an extra resampling

process to resample the particles to unit weight, as shown in Algorithm 1.

With importance-sampling particle filter, one can iteratively update the state belief bel(xt)

from its prior based on the measurement model and motion model of the system. The density of

final samples will represent the probabilistic distribution of the target posterior.
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In this work, the importance sampling process is not used for the proposed modified particle

filters due to the particle starvation problem (see Section2.2). An alternative rejection sampling

process is used instead.

2.2 Related Work

Vision-based approaches have experienced great improvements over recent years. The problem

is known as pose estimation, which is the process to find the transformation from the object

frame in the camera coordinates system to the 3D model frame given a 2D normal image or 3D

depth image. Traditional methods use handcrafted image features to extract points of interest

(e.g. edges and corners) in order to match the 3D models (represented by triangle mesh or point

cloud) before computing the transformation [4][13][11][9]. Learning-based approaches for pose

estimation have become popular recently following the success of convolutional neural network

(CNN) [19]. Many of them extended the traditional approaches by using learned features and

descriptors from CNN for pose classification or regression algorithms [2] [24][29].

There have also been a variety of approaches that allow robots to localize objects solely with

contact sensors. Different contact sensors have been explored and developed, which includes

basic binary sensors, 6-axis force and torque sensors [5], soft tactile sensor arrays [10], and bio-

inspired fingertips [7]. Localization with laser sensors, which can be regarded as an extended

form of point contact sensors, has also been used in the high-precision CNC localization, where a

3D point cloud is acquired in order to estimate the transformation between the actual and planned

pose [22]. Similar to visual approaches, triangle mesh and point cloud are both commonly used.

Both kinds of approaches have their pros and cons. Vision-based pose estimation approaches

are efficient during localization, but they suffer from very low precision compared to the indus-

trial requirements. Particularly, large dataset for the object being localized is also required for

learning-based pipelines to work, which is impractical in industry since manufactured parts usu-

ally have very unique and irregular shapes. In the contrary, touch-based approaches are not as

efficient as their counterparts, since conducting contacts requires the robot arms to perform actual

movements. However, with the help of accurate contact sensors, high precision can be achieved.

For automated manufacturing and assembly, we are more interested in achieving high localiza-
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tion precision, which is usually less than 1mm for displacement error. Touch-based approaches

proved to be more suitable for these tasks.

Particle filters have been widely used and developed since their introduction. However, they

will experience particle starvation for measurements with very low uncertainty and objects with

a high dimensional configuration space [27]. In importance sampling each particle is weighted

by the probability of the measurement conditioned on the state that particle represents. This is

usually followed by resampling, where particles are redrawn from the set of weighted particles

with probability proportional to their weights. The effectiveness of importance sampling relies

on the existence of multiple particles consistent with the measurement, such that inconsistent

particles will have low weights and be unlikely to be resampled, but a sufficient number of

particles will be resampled to model the true belief of the state.

Importance sampling tends to break down in situations with accurate measurements and low

densities of particles. This is because when a measurement is consistent with the true prior

belief yet no particles are consistent with the measurement, a situation called particle starvation,

resampling will yield a set of particles that does not model the true posterior belief. A more

accurate sensor measurement is consistent with a smaller volume of state space, thus a higher

density of particles is required. For higher dimensional state spaces and more accurate sensors

the number of particles required becomes prohibitively computationally expensive. This leads to

the counter-intuitive result that particle filters tend to perform worse as measurement accuracy

increases [17].

Koval introduced the Manifold Particle Filter to address this issue by implementing different

sampling and weighting strategies compared to the traditional particle filters [18][17]. Instead of

sampling particles from the motion model and weighting them based on the observation, samples

are directly drawn from the contact manifold, given the observation. This provides a fast and

robust solution for objects with simple shapes. For complex object geometries, as in our case,

direct, efficient sampling from the contact manifold becomes difficult.

Petrovskaya tackles particle starvation during touch localization by combined Monte Carlo

approaches with annealing as a smoothing technique [21]. She introduced Scaling Series algo-

rithms for 6-DOF global tactile localization in both full-constrained and under-constrained sce-
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narios to overcome particle starvation by adjusting particle density depending on the complexity

of the posterior. Multiple iterations through the measurement data are used and the precision of

the belief is scaled from low to high in order to avoid unnecessarily precise estimates in unlikely

regions of belief space. This approach is complementary to the proposed methods in this thesis,

and implementing multiple passes on these methods could lead to a faster update process.

All of the work mentioned so far assumes the prior information of the object geometry

matches the real piece perfectly. Hebert et al. [12] solve a touch localization problem using

a Bayes filter where an object may have additional unknown parameters describing the shape,

such as a screw driver with an unknown length handle. However, for localization, they only used

one additional parameter with a total of 4 degrees of freedom for the joint belief and did not solve

the particle starvation problem.

3 Rigid-Body Particle Filter

In this section, the object is assumed to be a rigid body and the given CAD model matches

the object exactly. The task is to determine the pose of an object by choosing and performing

touch measurements using touch probe, given the geometry of the object and prior belief over

the distribution of poses.

The geometry of the object to be localized is stored in a STL file using a triangular mesh.

The part frame is defined as the frame attached to this mesh. The pose of the object can then

be defined as the transformation between this part frame and the world frame in the workspace.

The object is assumed to be fixed in the workspace during measurement and localization, thus

the configuration will not change during the localization process.

3.1 Problem Formulation

The particle filter is updated based on a set of measurements Zt = {z1, ..., zt} made directly on

the object by the robot. Each particle in the particle filter represents a single potential pose x ∈

SE(3) of the object. For a rigid body, the pose includes both translational dimensions (tx, ty, tz)

and rotational Euler angles (α, β, γ). The state is represented as a 6D vector (tx, ty, tz, α, β, γ)

9



(a) Initial belief (b) Update from a measurement on the front

(c) Update from a measurement on the top (d) Update from a measurement on the side

Figure 1: Visualization of rigid-body particle filter
(a): The initial belief of the object (gray) and its true state (red). For clarity in the image, only
50 particles are shown.
(b): The belief of the object after the first measurement (arrow) on the front surface. The object
is partially localized.
(c): A following measurement (arrow) on the top side further localizes the object.
(d): Measuring on the side surface now has much lower probability to miss and provides more
extra information about the pose of the object.
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in the configuration space.

The particle filter is visualized in Figure 1. In each figure, the red part represents the ground

true pose of the object during the simulation, and the parts in gray shows 50 potential poses

sampled from a maximum of 500 particles in the particle filter. Green arrows represent the first

three consecutive simulated measurement actions. Figure 1b to Figure 1d also show the updated

belief after the corresponding measurement.

Belief

At any time step t, the target state belief is bel(xt) = p(xt|Zt) based on Equation 1. The omis-

sion of control series {ut} is due to the fact that the object is assumed fixed in the workspace

during localization, which also implies that the motion model for the particle filter is static, i.e.

p(xt|xt−1) = 1(xt = xt−1) where 1(·) = 1 when the condition is true and zero otherwise. {ut}

will be omitted in the rest sections for simplicity.

Measurements are a non-linear probabilistic function of the true state: zt ∼ p(zt|xt). The

belief bel(xt) is then calculated recursively as in Equation 5. Each new measurement value

triggers an update to the belief bel(x).

Sensor and Measurement Model

A touch probe is a spherical tip mounted to a rigid shaft connected to the end effector capable

of detecting contact. The sensor returns a binary feedback of whether the probe is in contact

with the object or not. From the robot arm configuration the position of the probe can be easily

obtained.

A measurement action,M is defined by a start point Ap for the probe and a linear trajectory

vectorAv both in R3. The measurement value m is the distance the probe travels in the direction

of Av until contact is made. The point of contact can then be recovered by Ap +m Av

||Av || . The

entire information obtained from the measurement at time t is zt = {Mt,mt}. Measurement

error exists due to sensor error and robot uncertainty including positional error. For the robot

arms and sensors used in manufacturing the uncertainty added typically ranges from 0.1 to 1mm

All the methods presented in this thesis also apply to a 1D laser range finder. This offers faster
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measurements without requiring contact with the part directly. Similarly, for the laser sensor, the

measurement zt = {Mt,mt}, whereM is defined by a center position Ap for the sensor and a

linear vector Av for the laser direction, and mt is the distance measured by the sensor.

3.2 Rejection Sampling Method

The importance-sampling particle filter suffers from particle starvation problem (see Section 2).

This is especially the case for real-time task, since the time complexity of particle update is linear

to the number of particles and exponential to the number of dimensions of the configuration

space: one can choose to have more precision result with the sacrifice of the speed or vice versa,

but cannot achieve both high precision and real-time speed.

An alternate approach is to use rejection sampling [23][3]. Rejection sampling does not

require a high density of particles to avoid particle starvation. It explicitly guarantees the same

number of unique states by drawing more candidate samples from the motion model during the

sampling process and then only accepting those that are consistent to the measurement. Rejection

sampling is more robust than importance sampling when the current estimate is poor, e.g. no

particle is close to the true state, since the importance-sampling particle filter resamples particles

that are only better than other samples from this poor estimate, yet neither of them might be

consistent to the measurement. In contrary, rejection sampling can be tuned so that it only accepts

consistent particles, with the compromise of more samples drawn from the motion model. On the

other hand, one can simply check the number of samples evaluated before achieving sufficient

number of accepted particles to determine the quality of the estimate. Therefore, the failure of

rejection sampling is far easier to notice and resolve. Most importantly, one can increase the

limits of state dimensionality and measurement accuracy that can be handled efficiently.

Rejection sampling generates independent samples from a density f by sampling from a

different proposal distribution g, where g(x) > 0 whenever f(x) > 0. A constant 1 < M < ∞

is determined such that f(x) ≤ Mg(x) ∀ x. A sample jx drawn from g(x) is accepted with

probability f(jx)/Mg(jx) and rejected otherwise. The process is repeated until the desired

number of samples has been accepted.

For touch localization in this work, one wish to sample particles from the posterior bel(xt) but
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cannot do so directly. The target distribution f(xt) is defined as the state belief bel(xt) at current

step t. According to Equation 5, f(xt) = ηp(zt|xt)
∫
p(xt|xt−1)bel(xt−1)dxt−1. The proposal

distribution g(xt) is selected to be the same with the prior of the sampling for particle filter, i.e.

g(xt) =
∫
p(xt|xt−1)bel(xt−1)dxt−1. The constant M = η, since η = p(zt|z1:t−1)−1 ≥ 1 is

constant with xt and xt−1, and when η = 1, the target distribution is identical with the proposal

distribution. For a sample jxt, the probability of acceptance is then given by the measurement

model f(jxt)/Mg(jxt) = p(zt|jxt).

Broad Particles: Similar to importance-sampling particle filter, the sampling from the pro-

posal distribution g(xt) is done by sampling jxt ∼ p(xt|jxt−1) from the motion model p(xt|jxt−1)

for each particle jxt−1. Since the motion model is static and each state jxt−1 is a discrete vector

in 6-D configuration space, the unique states represented by particles Xt are always a subset of

previous set of states. Because only a finite number of samples are maintained, this would lead

to the same starvation problem.

Therefore, prior to sampling from the motion model, the continuous prior belief bel(xt−1)

is reconstructed by broadening each of the particles using a multivariate Gaussian kernel as in

Equation 16. The Gaussian kernel is applied to each particle, with the kernel covariance propor-

tional to the covariance of the particle states in this time step. This reduces particle starvation, as

even if no prior particle is consistent with the measurement, the continuous belief generated fills

in the gaps between particles.

Binary Measurement Model: States sampled from this continuous prior are then rejected if

they are inconsistent with the measurement according to the acceptance ratio defined by the mea-

surement model. The measurement model p(zt|xt) defines the probability of the measurement

zt given a new sampled state xt from the continuous prior, xt determines the pose of the ob-

ject in the workspace, and the measurement zt determines the position of the sensor. For touch

probes, the minimal distance dist between the probe at the measured position and the surface of

the object with the pose of xt is a good measure of this probability: an accurate measurement

will result in a zero distance, while the probability p(zt|xt) decreases as the minimal distance in-

creases. Therefore, it is intuitive to define the measurement model as p(zt|xt) = p(dist|xt, σm)

where σm is the standard deviation of the sensor measurement noise.
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While the formulation of rejection sampling allows us to model complicated measurement

model p(dist|xt, σm), a binary measurement model is implemented instead. All sampled par-

ticles where the measured point is sufficiently far from the surface of the object are rejected.

“sufficiently far” is defined as more than 3 standard deviations σm of the sensor measurement

noise from both inside and outside direction of the object.

Compared to a non-binary measurement model where the acceptance ratio is defined by a

continuous p(dist|xt, σm), the binary model can avoid the acceptance of particles that are poorly

consistent to the measurement, which is a problem for importance sampling as discussed above.

In addition, it also leads to a faster evaluation process since no computation of complicated

probability is required. As a low uncertainty measurement will accept only a thin manifold in

state space, the probability of sampling a particle consistent with the measurement may be low,

and a lot of sampling may be required, therefore the rejection process should be very fast.

3.3 Fast Evaluation of Samples

To reduce the computational cost for evaluation per sampled state a discretized space is used,

known as a distance transform [6], to precompute and cache the minimum unsigned distance

Df (p) from point p in voxelized space to the object surface ∂S ⊆ R3. To improve the com-

putation speed, the squared Euclidean distance transform D2
f (p) is first computed and defined

as:

D2
f (p) = min

q∈R3
(‖p− q‖22 + f(q)) (8)

f(q) =

 0, if q ∈ ∂S

∞ otherwise.
(9)

where ‖p− q‖22 is the square of `2-norm, and f(q) equals 0 when the point q is on the surface

of the object and infinity otherwise. For any given point p in 3D space, Equation 8 computes

the minimum squared Euclidean distance among p and any point on the surface of the object.

The Euclidean distance Df (p) =
√
D2
f (p) is then obtained for each voxel. As the object is fixed

during the localization process, voxelization can be done for the entire piece based on the given
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CAD mesh model in the precomputation step.

Voxelization: Voxelization is the key part to transform the mesh model to axis-aligned dis-

cretized space, which can be stored and accessed easily as a standard array. The array form of the

CAD model can greatly facilitate the computation of the distance transform, as described below.

Each voxel is assumed to be a cube in 3D space. A fast 3D Triangle-Box Overlap method [1] is

used to label the voxels that overlap the mesh triangles of the object surface. The voxel map is

then mapped to a binary-valued 3D array f(q), where each value is either 0 or∞ depending on

whether the corresponding voxel overlaps the object surface.

Voxelized Distance Transform: The computation of distance transform Df (p) takes the input

of the computed binary array f(q) (Equation 8), and a linear-time algorithm for 3D distance

transform construction [6] is then used. For an 1D squared Euclidean distance transform, the

algorithm basically computes the lowest envelope of the parabolas (p−q)2+f(q) for all voxelized

q. The algorithm constructs the 3D distance transform by recursively performing the construction

of 1D distance transform for each of the three dimensions in turn, with f(q) replaced by the

resulting distance along the previous computed axis. Let p = (px, py, pz) and q = (qx, qy, qz),

Equation 8 can then be rewritten in terms of 1D distance transform as:

D2
f (px, py, pz) = min

qx,qy ,qz
((px − qx)2 + (py − qy)2 + (pz − qz)2 + f(qx, qy, qz))

= min
qx

((px − qx)2 +min
qy

((py − qy)2 +min
qz

((pz − qz)2 + f(qx, qy, qz))))

= min
qx

((px − qx)2 +min
qy

((py − qy)2 +D2
f |qx,qy

(pz)))

= min
qx

((px − qx)2 +D2
f |qx (py)) (10)

f(qx, qy, qz) =

 0, if q ∈ ∂S

∞ otherwise.

D2
f |qx,qy

(pz) = min
qz

((pz − qz)2 + f(qx, qy, qz)) (11)

D2
f |qx (py) = min

qy
((py − qy)2 +D2

f |qx,qy
(pz)) (12)

where D2
f |qx,qy

(pz) is the 1D distance transform of f restricted to z axis indexed by (qx, qy) pairs,

and D2
f |qx

(py) is the 1D distance transform of f ′ = D2
f |qx,qy

(pz) restricted to y axis indexed by
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qx. The 3D distance transform can then be computed by first performing 1D transforms along z

axis of the voxel map for each pair (qx, qy), and then performing 1D transforms along y axis of

the result for each qx, and finally performing 1D transforms along x axis of the previous result.

The resulting distance transform is also stored in an array for constant time access during the

evaluation of sampled states.

Fast Evaluation: Different configurations result in different poses of the object in the workspace,

which makes it difficult to compute the distance transform directly in the world frame. Instead,

the computation of the voxel map and distance transform is relative to the part frame, where the

object is assumed fixed during the entire localization. Each measurement zt in the workspace

is then transformed into the part frame, where the transformation T (xt) comes from the pose of

the sampled state xt. Therefore, by transforming back to the object frame, all measurements on

this same object can share the same distance transform, where the minimal unsigned distance

distu(zt, S) between each measurement zt and the object S(xt) with sampled pose xt can be

obtained directly:

distu(zt, S(xt)) = Df (T (xt)
−1zt) (13)

Because distu(zt, S) is the absolute value of distance between the center of the spherical

tip of the probe and the object, when the radius rp of tip is non-zero, whether the center of the

probe is inside the object S(xt) with sampled pose becomes important. The signed distance

dist(zt, S(xt)) between the probe and the object can be obtained from the unsigned distance, as

shown in Equation 14, by checking whether the voxel is inside or outside of the object. For the

manifold shape object, ray-casting is applied from the corresponding voxel in a certain direction:

the voxel is inside of the object only if the number of intersections between the ray and mesh is

odd:

dist(zt, S(xt) =

 distu(zt, S(xt)− rp, if zt /∈ S

−distu(zt, S(xt)− rp, otherwise.
(14)

The unsigned distance dist(zt, S) is always 0 in the ideal case, however, when evaluating a
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sampled state, only those that satisfy |dist(zt, S)| > td will be rejected, where td is the tolerance

selected according to the measurement uncertainty of the touch probe and the robot. If the

distance is within the tolerance, ray-casting is then applied to check intersections from the start

pointAp along the path vectorAv in order to determine whether the path is free of collision with

other parts of the object. This will eliminate false positives which satisfy the distance condition

but have collision between the robot and the object.

When the measurement is very accurate, in order to sample enough particles from the prior

belief, a large number of states will get rejected, which makes the ray-casting for all sampled

states computationally expensive. Instead, early rejection is applied using the upper bound of the

signed distance distu(zt, S)+ rp before ray-casting, since distu(zt, S)+ rp ≥ |dist(zt, S)| > td.

Therefore, the particles that should be rejected when using the upper bound of the signed distance

distu(zt, S)+ rp will always be rejected by using the absolute value of the actual signed distance

|dist(zt, S)|. This optimization will eliminate the need for the computation of signed distance

for a large portion of rejected particles.

3.4 Other Improvements

In order to improve the efficiency of the rejection-sampling particle filter described above, several

improvements are explored and discussed in this section.

Adaptive Voxelization

In order to achieve high precision, a good voxel size should be at least smaller than the measure-

ment error. When the workspace is large enough while the measurement error is very small, it

will not be feasible to compute a distance transform for the entire workspace while maintaining

a sufficiently small voxel size due to the huge memory requirements. Instead, the distance trans-

form for each measurement is generated prior to each update. As the belief of the object’s pose

is represented as a distribution, the range of the distance transform DF for each measurement zt

is selected so that the probability that the measurement position is within the distance transform
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of the object with the pose from bel(xt) is larger than a predefined constant:

1− ξ <
∫
T (xt)−1zt∈DF

bel(xt)dx (15)

where T (xt−1)−1zt is the measurement transformed back to the object frame, and ξ is a selected

small constant. The voxel size is adjusted accordingly while keeping the number of voxels fixed.

Therefore, the total memory consumption will be constant regardless of the accuracy. When

there is a large uncertainty the voxel will become larger to improve the sample speed. When the

uncertainty is low the smaller voxel leads to an increased precision. This is desired, since a very

high accuracy is not required when the prior uncertainty is large, but it becomes more important

when the prior uncertainty is getting smaller.

Adaptive Bandwidth

During sampling process, new particles Xt are sampled directly from the estimated continu-

ous prior belief bel(xt−1) since the motion model is static. The continuous prior is estimated

by broadening each particle jxt−1 from Xt−1 using a multivariate Gaussian kernel with kernel

bandwidth h:

bel(xt−1) ∼
N∑
j=1

N (jxt−1, h
2) (16)

where N represents a multivariate Gaussian distribution with the same number of dimensions as

the state.

The selection of the Gaussian kernel bandwidth h is important in order to get reasonable esti-

mate with relatively small number of particles. A larger bandwidth is needed when the variance

of bel(xt) is large for a fixed number of particles; otherwise a smaller bandwidth is preferred

to avoid over-smoothing. Silverman’s rule of thumb estimator [26] is used to dynamically ad-

just the bandwidth: h(t) = ( 4
(d+2)n

)1/(d+4)σ̂t due to its simplicity for computation and the high

dimensionality of the configuration space, where h(t) is the d × d bandwidth matrix, d = 6 is

the number of dimensions, and σ̂t = {σ̂ij(t)} is the standard deviation of the sampled states in
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configuration space:

σ̂ij(t) =
√
cov(dimi(xt), dimj(xt)) (17)

=

√
E[(dimi(xt)− dimi(xt))(dimj(xt)− dimj(xt))]) (18)

where dimi(x) represents the value of i-th dimension of the state, and dimi is the mean of the

i-th dimension of all states at the given time step, which is computed by averaging the state value

of the i-th dimension from all particles at time t. Other techniques for bandwidth estimator are

discussed in more detail in [25].

Adaptive Sample Size

The naive approach for sample size selection is to use fixed number of particles throughout the

localization. However, this suffers from several major disadvantages including:

1. Precision dilemma: it is difficult to achieve both high precision and small number of par-

ticles at the same time, since small number of particles can easily lead to a poor estimate

during early stages of localization.

2. Poor efficiency: if the prior is already good enough, a small number of particles will suffice.

Rather than using fixed number of particles for each update, sample size is adjusted prior to each

sampling step by Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) which measures the difference

between the sample-based maximum likelihood estimate p̂ and the true distribution p [8]:

DKL(p̂, p) =
∑
x

p̂(x)log
p̂(x)

p(x)
. (19)

Suppose that the true distribution is given by a discrete multinomial distribution with k dif-

ferent bins, it can be shown that with probability 1 − δ, the KL-divergence is less than or equal

to ε when the sample size N is given by:
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Algorithm 2 Rigid-Body Particle Filter

Input: particles Xt−1 = {jxt−1}Nj=1

Input: observation zt and part mesh S
Output: particles Xt = {jxt}Nj=1

1: Xt ← ∅, k ← 0
2: Initialize h2 from Covmat(Xt−1)
3: compute center of distance transform relative in the part frame c = meanj(T (

jxt−1)
−1zt)

4: build distance transform Df (p) on mesh S with center c and range DF
5: j ← 1
6: while j ≤ N do
7: jxt ∼ p(xt|Xt−1) . p(xt|Xt−1) =

∑N
j=1N (jxt−1, h

2)

8: dist← Df (T (
jxt)

−1zt)
9: if dist+ rp > td then

10: continue
11: end if
12: dist← signed(dist) . signed(·) converts the unsigned dist to signed one
13: if |dist| ≤ td then
14: Xt ← Xt ∪ jxt
15: if jxt falls into a unoccupied bin b then
16: k ← k + 1
17: label b occupied
18: if j ≥ Nmin then
19: N ← k−1

2ε

(
1− 2

9(k−1) +
√

2
9(k−1)z1−δ

)3
20: end if
21: end if
22: j ← j + 1
23: end if
24: end while

N =
1

2ε
χ2
k−1,1−δ (20)

≈ k − 1

2ε

(
1− 2

9(k − 1)
+

√
2

9(k − 1)
z1−δ

)3

. (21)

where χ2
k−1,1−δ is the upper 1− δ quantile of χ2-distribution with k− 1 degrees of freedom, and

z1−δ is the upper 1− δ quantile of the normal distribution.

Therefore, the number of particles N can be adjusted according to the number of bins with
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support k, as shown in Equation 21. Each bin is implemented as a multidimensional grid with

fixed size in the 6-dimensional configuration space. During sampling, the number of occupied

bins k is counted whenever the newly sampled state falls into an empty bin. The current sample

size is counted and each increment of k will result in an update of desired sample size N when

the current sample size is larger than a predefined lower bound Nmin to allow more robustness.

When the actual number of particles reaches the desired value or a predefined maximal limit,

whichever is smaller, the sampling process finishes. The rigid-body particle filter is described in

Algorithm 2.

3.5 Measurement Simulation and Prediction

The rigid-body particle filter takes the input of the measurement from the robot and updates

the state belief accordingly, where the measurement is defined from a measurement action and

the distance along the action trajectory (Section 3.1). Since performing actual measurement is

time-consuming, and a poor measurement will give little new information about the pose of the

object, the performance of the particle filter relies heavily on the quality of the measurement. In

this section, a pipeline to simulate and predict the effective measurement is summarized. Most

of the work in this section is done by Brad Saund in our collaboration on touch localization for

rigid body [23].

Measurement Simulation

The first challenge is how to simulate the measurement action with a touch probe. Since a linear

trajectory is assumed for the robot from the start position of the measurement action until the

contact with the object, a modified ray-casting algorithm is used: the trajectory is modeled by a

ray from the start position, and the contact position is modeled by the intersection between the

ray and the mesh.

While a ray is infinitely thin, the touch probe’s spherical tip has a non-zero diameter, and thus

will cast a cylinder rather than a ray. The true value returned by our sensor is the smallest distance

until any contact with the part. The measurement cylinder is approximated by discrete uniformly

spaced rays on the cylinder exterior, and return the lowest ray-mesh intersection distance.
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Measurement error is caused both by inaccurate start positions and orientations due to robot

positioning error, as well as inaccuracies in the sensor. In the most extreme cases error may cause

a measurement to move from barely hitting an edge to completely missing the part. Thus it is

clear neither adding a constant error term, nor a dependent Gaussian error will accurately model

the error.

Instead error is modeled in a discrete general method. For each measurement action many

simulated measurements are sampled where the initial conditions are perturbed according to an

error model for the robot and the measured value is perturbed according to a model of the sensor.

The above pipeline for measurement simulation is developed by Brad Saund.

A naı̈ve approach to compute the contact position for a measurement action is to iteratively

find the intersection between the ray and every triangle in the mesh and return the intersection

with minimum distance. However, the time complexity of this approach is linear to the number

of triangles, thus for object whose mesh contains large number of triangles, ray-casting might

become a bottleneck of the system due to its repeatedly used for thousands of times during the

sampling of measurement actions.

Therefore, this work uses bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) technique to organize triangles

in a tree structure such that the triangles at each node are partitioned into disjoint sets. This

allows logarithmic-complexity query of the intersection point for each ray-casting.

Measurement Prediction

As part of the localization task, the prediction of an effective measurement action is also expected

to be autonomous without the decision from human. For the proposed rigid-body particle filter,

the measurement action is determined by the Information Gain approach developed by Brad

Saund. This section briefly summarizes the information gain for measurement prediction.

Prior to each measurement, many candidate measurement actions are sampled and evaluated
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using the metric of expected Information Gain:

IG(X |M) = H(X )−H(X |M) (22)

= logN −
∑
j

p(mj) H(P|mj) (23)

where H(P) is the entropy of the particles and H(P|M) is the entropy of the particles condi-

tioned on the measurement action.

The intersection points between the rays and the mesh with the pose represented by each

particle are grouped into different bins according to their distance from the start position. Each

bin mj has the same fixed size, thus the probability p(mj) equals to the number of particles that

fall into bin mj .

A mean pose is computed using all of the particles during action sampling. Candidate mea-

surement actions are chosen such that the direction of each action is normal to the faces of this

mean orientation. The measurement action is selected so that it has the highest information gain

IG among all of action samples.

An example for measurement prediction is shown in Figure 1. Initially measuring from the

front side (or back side, where the robot cannot reach to) has higher probability to actual hit the

object and is potentially able to reduce much uncertainty, thus it has higher information gain. On

contrary, measurements on the top surface and side surface are more likely to miss. After the

first measurement on the front of the object, the robot is now more confident to measure on the

top side and thus the second measurement is selected on the top.

3.6 Evaluation

The rigid-body particle filter was evaluated both in simulation and on a physical robot. The

software was implemented in ROS using C++ for both computation and visualization.

The touch probe used in the experiment consists of a 0.6mm spherical tip mounted to a

100mm rod attached to a 6-D JR3 force/torque sensor. Candidate measurement actions that are

kinematically infeasible are rejected. The measurement action is selected based on its expected

information gain.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the time and accuracy of the particle filter update step when using
Adaptive Bandwidth and Adaptive Sample Size
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Simulation Results

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the rigid-body particle filters with different improve-

ments that are mentioned in Section 3.4. Translational error and rotational error are defined

between the estimated pose of the object and its true state. The running time was recorded for

particle update process and excluded the time taken for measurement prediction. The experiment

for each method includes 20 trials. The standard deviation of each metric among all trials for

each experiment is shown as the error bars on the corresponding curve. The object used for the

experiment was a structural component used in aircraft, which was constructed typical of large

manufacturing. The simulation used a mesh model for the object with a total of 39444 triangles.

In addition, the initial uncertainty for each dimension is defined as a Gaussian distribution. The

standard deviation for the Gaussian distribution is 3 centimeter for translational dimension and

0.05 rad for rotational dimension.

The baseline method represents the rigid-body particle filter that only implements adaptive

voxelization while using a fixed kernel bandwidth h = 0.0035 for each dimension and a fixed

number of particles (N = 500). Adaptive Bandwidth improves the convergence accuracy and

decreases the variance among all trials significantly compared to the baseline method, while

Adaptive Sample Size with Nmin = 50 generally leads to poorer convergence with faster speed.

The combined method applies all of the improvements above. It can achieve both faster and more

accurate convergence with low variance compared to the other methods.

Robot Results

The particle filter was evaluated by Brad Saund using a custom 7-DOF robotic arm designed by

TRACLabs with approximately a 1 meter reach, equipped with a touch probe. During experi-

ments, both the base of the arm and the part were rigidly fixed to the ground. The measurement

error of the end effector placement was within a few millimeters due to kinematic inaccuracy and

deflections.

The object used for robot experiment was the same with the one used in simulation. The

same mesh was used to model belief and predict measurement actions, which agreed with the

physical part to within 3 millimeters.
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Figure 3: Translational and rotational error during localization on the physical robot

tx ty tz α β γ
Physical Robot 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05

Simulation baseline 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05
Sim w/ large uncertainty 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.1 0.1 0.1
Sim w/ small uncertainty 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
Sim w/ partial constraint 0.0001 0.0001 0.03 0.0001 0.05 0.05
Sim w/ more accuracy 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05

Table 1: Initial Uncertainty of Experiments
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Measurement Final Position Final Angular Average
Error (cm) Error (cm) Error (rad) Computation (s)

Physical Robot 0.05 0.22 ±0.09 0.0047 ±0.002 n/a
Simulation baseline 0.05 0.17 ±0.09 0.0053 ±0.0035 1.8 ±0.2

Sim w/ large uncertainty 0.05 0.44 ±0.14 0.0129 ±0.0085 1.9 ±0.2
Sim w/ small uncertainty 0.05 0.10 ±0.06 0.0024 ±0.0013 1.8 ±0.2
Sim w/ partial constraint 0.05 0.06 ±0.03 0.0008 ±0.0003 1.8 ±0.2
Sim w/ more accuracy 0.01 0.03 ±0.02 0.0007 ±0.0003 2.2 ±0.2

Table 2: Results of Experiments

15 localization trials were performed with identical initial beliefs and true part location. Fig-

ure 3 shows the translational and rotational error of the mean of the belief distribution compared

with our best measurement of the true state, averaged over all trials [23]. The error bars show

one standard deviation.

The results from our physical system agreed with the simulation when simulating the same

part orientation, initial uncertainty, and measurement uncertainty. More accurate measurements,

larger initial uncertainty, smaller initial uncertainty, and a scenario where initial uncertainty in

some directions was very small are then simulated. The initial uncertainty for each dimension is

defined as a Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution for each

scenario is presented in Table 1. The summarized results are presented in Table 2 after perform-

ing 10 localization measurements, where ± represents the standard deviation. The computation

time was recorded for the entire step and included the process for information gain. We sampled

from 500 potential measurement actions and a maximum of 500 particles to model the belief.

Compared to the simulation with baseline initial uncertainty and measurement error, using

a more accurate sensor can achieve significantly smaller estimate error for both translational

dimensions and rotational dimensions, with a mild increase of average computation time. This

result is expected, since for lower measurement error, a smaller voxel size is required, and the

tolerance for accepting particles is also smaller, thus only those particles that are more consistent

with the measurement are accepted, which leads to a smaller estimate error. In contrary, more

samples are required for each update since a larger portion of them will be rejected, thus the
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computation time is higher. In addition, the change of the initial uncertainty will also affect

the estimate error after 10 measurements accordingly, with approximately the same computation

time. However, when constraining three out of a total of six DOFs, the estimation can converge

much faster than the baseline scenario.

4 Datum Particle Filter

The rigid-body particle filter for object localization presented in Section 3 assumes that the object

matches its CAD model exactly. However, this is usually not the case, due to tolerances in the

manufacturing and assembly processes. To handle manufacturing deviations, features on parts

are not located with respect to the part frame, but with respect to datums, (edges, surfaces, and

holes) on the actual “as built” part. Incorporating the notion of datums, and their relationships,

adds complexity because the relationship between the datum and the CAD model contains un-

certainty. Thus, measuring one section of the assembly provides only uncertain updates to other

sections, dependent on the specified tolerances.

The following formulation treats these as semi-rigid parts, where each complete part is com-

posed of rigid sections, coupled through a probabilistic distribution of SE(3) transformations

connecting the section poses. The datum particle filter is introduced to allow updates on the

belief of all sections of a part using the prior distribution of coupling transformations, and a

measurement on a single section.

Figure 4 shows a visualization of the initial (4a) and final (4b) beliefs of the poses of the

sections of the object. The task is to drill a hole, shown as a green cylinder, at a specific location

defined by offsets from other sections. Internal tolerances prevent simply treating the entire

system as a rigid body.

In this section, datum particle filter is proposed for localization of semi-rigid parts. The

update process of the datum particle filter is extended from the rigid-body particle filter, both of

which include rejection sampling and the computation of distance transform.
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(a) Initial belief (b) Belief after localization of goal feature

Figure 4: Visualization of the belief of the pose of each part section
(a): The prior belief of the poses. The uncertainty of the goal feature (a hole shown as a green
cylinder) is too high to perform the task.
(b): The belief of the poses after performing measurements to localize the goal feature. The
pose of the goal feature is now known well enough to perform the task. Although the bottom
section (purple) and perpendicular section still have noticeable error, precise localization of these
features is not needed.

4.1 Problem Formulation

In contrast to the rigid-body particle filter in Section 3, the datum particle filter uses particles Xt

to estimate the continuous beliefs of all sections. These particles are updated based on a set of

measurements Zt. Each measurement zst is on a particular section s of the part. The measurement

is also assumed to be made by point-based sensors, e.g. a touch probe.

In the following algorithm, the section that a measurement contacts is known. This assump-

tion is reasonable if the uncertainty of the prior belief is small compared to the physical size

of each section, and measurement are not chosen on the boundary between sections. If this as-

sumption does not hold, localization can be performed for the whole object using the methods

of Section 3 to get better estimate, before considering the object as a combination of coupled

sections.

Instead of assuming a single CAD model for the entire part is given, individual CAD model

Ss for each rigid section s is provided. Each CAD model is assumed to match its corresponding

section.
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(a) CAD schematic drawing

(b) Update from a measurement on the top datum

(c) Update from a following measurement on the right datum

Figure 5: Visualization of datum particle filter
(a): Side view of the CAD drawing with dimensions (simplified for clarity, plotted by Brad
Saund in our joint paper [3]). This drawing indicates the nominal distance between the top and
bottom edge is 0.23m, with a symmetric tolerance of 5mm. This drawing also defines a hole with
a 1cm diameter, and the top edge as its vertical datum and side edge as its horizontal datum.
(b): The beliefs of the top (yellow) and right (blue) sections of the part are shown. The ground
true location for each section is shown in red. The measurement (green arrow) on the top section
partially localized the top section. For clarity in the image, the belief of the other sections are not
shown, and only 50 particles are shown.
(c): A following measurement (green arrow) on the right section further localizes the part. This
measurement provides information on the right section directly, and the top section indirectly.
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Geometric Relationships

Geometric relationships between two part sections are defined as SE(3) transformation in the

configuration space relatively in a reference frame, e.g. T sk is the SE(3) transformation from

the pose of section k to the pose of section s. For a rigid object, the transformation between

every pair of sections in this object is fixed and known. Let xkt be a candidate pose of section k

from Xt. Given a pose xkt , one can obtain the corresponding pose xst of any section s simply by

xst = T sk × xkt .

For a semi-rigid object, the existence of the tolerance introduces uncertainty to these relation-

ships. The belief of the transformation from section k to section s is modeled as a conditional

distribution p(T sk |Xk
t ) given the belief of the pose of section k. For instance, if the pose of sec-

tion s is precisely localized, while the pose of section k is poorly known, the transformation T sk

is then determined solely by the belief bel(xkt ) of section k: for any different jxkt , there is a single

different transformation T sk that is consistent to the pose of section s.

Datum Representation

The problem is to precisely localize some feature which cannot be measured directly (e.g. a

location to drill a hole) with respect to given datums (other sections). To localize the goal feature,

certain datums must be localized in certain dimensions. For instance, Figure 5a shows a hole

feature referenced to the top and right edges datums of our part. In this example, it is necessary to

localize the top edge’s vertical position and orientation, but not its in-page or horizontal position.

Similarly, the right edge only must be localized horizontally.

Two related but different datum representations have been developed for this task: independent-

state representation and full-state representation.

Independent-state representation: The independent-state representation models the system

using separate coupled particle filters, each of which updates the belief of an individual section,

under the assumption that the belief of the transformation between each section is fixed and

independent to its pose:

p(T sk ) ≈ p(T sk |Xk
t ) (24)
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where Xk
t = {jxkt }j represents candidate poses from particle filter for section k. p(T sk ) is defined

explicitly using either parametric probability (e.g. Gaussian or uniform distribution) or a set of

discrete candidate values.

For independent-state representation, a measurement on a single section updates all indi-

vidual particle filters related through the defined transformation distribution. The update to the

belief bel(xs) given a measurement performed on section s itself is identical to the particle filter

update for the rigid object. For a section k that references section s (s 6= k), each new sample

xkt is drawn from the prior of its corresponding particle filter k. The state xkt is then transformed

from section k to section s, x̃st :

x̃st =
iT sk × xkt (25)

where iT sk ∼ p(T sk ) is a sampled transformation from the distribution p(T sk ). x̃
s
t is then used

instead of xkt for the rejection sampling: if x̃st is accepted, its corresponding xkt is added to Xk
t .

This work only explored the independent-state representation with the assumption that each

datum is composed by simple primitives including planes, edges and holes, following the inspi-

ration from engineering drawing without assuming that each section is precisely manufactured.

This assumption can improve the update speed since the binary measurement model in rejection

sampling can be evaluated analytically using basic geometry, but also greatly limits its applica-

tion to more complex object.

An alternative is to use individual CAD model for each section. The independent-state par-

ticle filter using CAD model for individual section is proposed separately by Brad Saund and is

discussed in [3].

Full-state representation: The full-state representation relaxes the independence assumption

by maintaining a single particle filter that stores the full joint distribution between the coupled

sections. The particle filter for the full-state datum representation is called full-state particle filter

and is described in more detail in Section 4.2. The constraint on the datum type is also removed

by using CAD model for each individual section.

The independent-state particle filter using primitive datum type was explored initially. How-

ever, in some situations the independence assumption between the transformations and the poses
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may lead to inefficient update. For instance, if the belief of the transformation p(T sk |jxk) between

two sections s and k given a specific pose jxk for section k is much more converged (or at least

along some dimensions) than p(T sk ), it will be more efficient to sample a consistent x̃s from jxk

using p(T sk |jxk) rather than p(T sk ). In a simple 1D example, suppose that there are only two can-

didate pose combinations: (1xk = 0, 1xs = 2) and (2xk = 1, 2xs = 3). With the independence

assumption, there are three possible values (1xs − 1xk = 2xs − 2xk = 2, 1xs − 2xk = 1, and
2xs − 1xk = 3) for the transformation T sk with a probability of 1/2, 1/4 and 1/4 respectively. If

there is a measurement on s at location 2, one need to sample from these three different transfor-

mations to compute either x̃s = T sk × 1xk or x̃s = T sk × 2xk. When sampling the transformation

for 4 times, averagely only 3 out of 8 samples will result in a consistent sample x̃s = 2, but only

two of them are actual correct pose combination (1xk = 0, 1xs = 2). In contrary, without the

independence assumption, the transformation from section k to s given the pose of section k is a

single value 2, whenever the particle 1xk = 0 is selected, a consistent sample x̃s will be obtained,

thus 1/2 samples will result in the correct combination.

Due to this issue, full-state particle filter was explored later to model the conditional belief of

the transformation in order to relax the independence assumption. This thesis will focus on the

full-state particle filter. Compared to its counterpart, it requires only a single high-dimensional

particle filter to be updated based on each measurement.

Throughout the rest of this thesis the following notation will be used. Each particle is a

joint configuration jx = {jxk}Kk=1 of all K sections in the part, where jxk represents the state

corresponding to the k-th section described by the j-th particle. Xk = {jxk}Nj=1 represents the

set of candidate states of section k extracted from all full-state particles. The omission of k

indicates all necessary particles to represent the belief of the part: X = {jx}Nj=1.

4.2 Full-State Particle Filter

The full-state particle filter maintains the full joint probability distribution between sections using

a single set of full-state particles Xt = {jxt}, each of which concatenates the state of each

section. Thus, each particle represents a candidate combination of the poses of all sections (see

Figure 6). The initial particles can be drawn from the prior joint distribution bel(x0) using
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Figure 6: A 24-dimensional particle for part with 4 sections

rejection sampling if it is defined directly in parametric form or sampled from the previous set

of particles obtained from prior “coarse” localization. Otherwise, one can iteratively generate

a full-state sample by first sampling a state for a certain section from the prior belief, and then

sampling other states based on the corresponding beliefs of transformation.

One can model the conditional beliefs of transformation using a graph. Figure 7 shows the

graph of one possible definition for a part with 7 sections. Each node represents the state of

a section, and each edge models the corresponding transformation belief. The edge is undi-

rected since the transformation can be defined along either direction. For instance, the edge

from A to B represents p(TBA |XA
t ), while the edge from B to A represents p(TAB |XB

t ). For

geometric relationships, one can assume that the graph contains no cycle, since a cycle will

over-define the pose of any section in that cycle (note that a transformation defines all 6DOFs

between two poses). Assume that the graph is connected, then one can iteratively generate

a full-state sample from this bel(x0) following the direction of the path between every two

sections. As for Figure 7, one possible order to sample an initial full-state particle jx is:
jxA ∼ p(xA) → jxB ∼ p(TBA |jxA) → jxE ∼ p(TEB |jxB) → jxC ∼ p(TCA |jxA) → jxF ∼

p(T FC |jxC) → jxG ∼ p(TGC |jxC) → jxD ∼ p(TDA |jxA), where j = 1. This process is repeated

until a total of N initial full-state samples are collected. However, when there is over-definition,

this simplification requires the beliefs of different sections consistent with each other. For in-

stance, when the transformation between section A and B and their individual state belief are

all known, the computed state belief b̂el(xBt ) of section B from belief bel(xAt ) of A and the

transformation belief p(TBA |XA
t ) should be consistent with the prior belief bel(xBt ) at the same

step.

Similar to rigid-body particle filter, at each update step t, the continuous prior bel(xt−1) =

p(xt−1|Zt−1) is estimated by broadening particles Xt−1 using multivariate Gaussian kernels in
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Algorithm 3 Full-State Particle Filter
Input: number of particles N and number of sections K
Input: particles Xt−1 = {jxt−1}Nj=1

Input: observation zst on section s and meshes S = {Sk}Kk=1

Output: particles Xt = {jxt}Nj=1

1: Xt ← ∅
2: build distance transform Dfs(p) on mesh Ss
3: j ← 1
4: while j ≤ N do
5: jxt ∼ p(xt|Xt−1) . jxt = {jxkt }Kk=1

6: dist← signed(Df (T (
jxst)

−1zst ))
7: if |dist| ≤ td then
8: Xt ← Xt ∪ jxt
9: j ← j + 1

10: end if
11: end while

the full 6n-dimensional configuration space as in Equation 16, with the kernel covariance pro-

portional to the covariance of the sampled states in the full-state configuration space. This is

achieved by applying kernel density estimation techniques in the same way as the rigid-body

particle filter (Section 3.4).

Let the current measurement zkt be applied on section k, and xkt−1 is the portion of xt−1

representing the pose of section k. The distance transform Dfk(p) is constructed for section k

using the mesh Sk for this particular section. During rejection sampling, new full-state samples

are drawn from the estimated bel(xt−1) directly. The probability of accepting a sample jxt is

based on the measurement zkt , which is computed using the same binary measurement model

p(zkt |jxkt ) introduced in Section 3.2 by extracting the 6-dimensional pose jxkt for section k from

the full-state sample jxt. Equation 13 and 14 are then used for the computation of unsigned
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distance and signed distance to evaluate the particle, except that the transformation T (jxkt ) from

the extracted jxkt is used to transform the measurement. If the absolute value of signed distance

dist(zkt , Sk(
jxkt )) is sufficiently large, this full-state sample jxt is rejected, otherwise accepted.

The algorithm of full-state particle filter is presented in Algorithm 3). The full-state particle filter

also adopts all of the improvements introduced for the rigid-body particle filter. For simplicity,

the pseudo-code does not include these improvements.

Although it seems at first that the high dimensional state space will require a prohibitively

huge number of particles to approximate the true distribution, in practice, we have not found this

to be the case. Firstly, this is due to the small internal tolerances compared to the uncertainty of

the pose of the object as a whole, so particles tend to cluster in a small subset of the full state

space. Note that if there were no uncertainty in the transformation between sections, then the

system reduces to a single 6 dimensional state space. In addition, the Gaussian kernel applied

to the particles is capable of creating broad beliefs in specific dimensions [23][3], thus this par-

ticle filter is able to model the mixture of precisely localized, and poorly localized dimensions.

Finally, the sample acceptance probability, p(zt|xt), depends only on the 6 dimensional sub-

space corresponding to the pose of the section being touched, and although only a thin manifold

is accepted with high probability, the particle starvation challenge is no worse than previously

addressed for rigid-body particle filter in Section 3.

During sampling, the beliefs of transformation between sections may change as each full-

state particle is broadened with a Gaussian kernel. Since the goal feature cannot be measured

directly, depending on the desired accuracy, one may need to maintain a separate set of particles

for the goal feature and manually compute each state of the goal feature using its corresponding

full-state particle to avoid loss of precision rather than concatenate it with other sections during

rejection sampling. This can be achieved by first extracting the combination of poses of its

referenced sections from each full-state particle and then determining its state according to the

extracted poses. Another alternative is to apply a separate sample and update process for the

particles of the goal feature in the same manner as in the independent-state particle filter after

the update of other sections using full-state particle filter. Since the uncertainties between the

state of the goal feature and the state of each referenced section along the dimensions that we are
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interested in are very small, the independence assumption is no longer an issue here.

4.3 Measurement Simulation and Prediction

The measurement is simulated in a similar way as the rigid-body particle filter (Section 3.5)

except that the mesh for individual section is used instead for the ray-casting. This thesis explores

the measurement prediction approach for full-state particle filter, which is established upon the

measurement prediction framework for rigid-body localization developed by Brad Saund [23].

Let Xs = {jxs}Nj=1 represents all candidate poses of the section s extracted from full-state

particles X . The information gain from a measurement actionM is defined as:

IG(Xs|M) = H(Xs)−H(Xs|M) (26)

where H(Xs) is the entropy of Xs and H(Xs|M) is the entropy of the particles conditioned on

the measurement action.

Similarly, the entropy of a discrete distribution of states depends only on the probabilities

of each state occurring: H(Xs) = −
∑

iwi logwi, where wi is the weight of particle i. For

full-state particle filter, uniform weight is used. In this case, H(Xs) = logN .

Given a measurement actionM on section s, a set of discrete measurement values {mi,j}j
can be computed for each candidate pose ixs from the measurement simulation (Section 3.5).

H(Xs|M) is calculated by dividing the measurement values {mi,j}i,j of all candidate poses Xs

into discrete bins with fixed size, bk. The conditional entropy H(Xs|M) of this measurement

action then becomes:

H(Xs|M) =
∑
k

p(bk) H(Xs|bk) (27)

where p(bk) is the prior probability that this measurement will fall into bin bk and H(X |bk) is

the entropy of the particles within bin bk. Let Wk of bin bk is the cumulative weight of particles
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that fall within it:

Wk =
∑
i,j

1(mi,j ∈ bk) · wi (28)

where 1(·) equals to one when the condition is true and zero otherwise, then the likelihood of a

bin becomes :

p(bk) =
Wk∑
kWk

=
Wk∑
i,j wi

(29)

The probability of a specific particle given a bin bk is:

p(ixs|bk) =
∑

j 1(mi,j ∈ bk) · wi
Wk

(30)

Then the entropy of the bin can be calculated by:

H(Xs|bk) = −
∑
i

p(ixs|bk) log(p(ixs|bk)) (31)

Equation 26 provides a way to extend the Equation 22 for rigid body to semi-rigid body with

multiple coupled sections: the expected information gain from measuring on section s at given

location when updating belief of section s can be computed from its corresponding candidate

poses Xs.

If the sections that the goal features are on can be measured directly, to update their beliefs

one can sample many measurement actions randomly on those sections and compute the expected

information gain for the individual goal section that is selected by each sampled measurement

action. The measurement action with the highest information gain is chosen, and its correspond-

ing section will be updated based on the selected action. Although different from the assumption

of the datum particle filter where the goal feature cannot be measured directly, datum particle

filter can still be useful here and is more efficient than separately measuring each goal feature

in turn regardless of the tolerance information, since the datum particle filter allows the “joint”

update of the other sections based on the measurement on individual section.
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A more common and challenging task is that when a goal feature cannot be measured di-

rectly. In this case, one needs to maximize the expected information gain of the goal feature

based on measurements on other sections. The strategy mentioned above will only try to select

the measurement that can achieve the highest information gain for the section being measured.

However, localizing some of these sections may not be able to provide much information about

the goal feature and thus should be avoided, even if it has higher information gain. An example

can be found in Figure 4. Localizing the top section and side section is sufficient to localize the

goal feature.

Alternatively, let XG represents the candidate poses of the goal section and XS be the can-

didate poses of a section of the same part that can be measured directly. The distribution of the

transformation from section G to section S due to tolerance is p(T SG |XG). A temporary set of

poses X̃S = {x̃S} can be created by applying the transformations sampled from T SG to each state
jxG from the original XG:

T ∼ p(T SG |jxG) (32)

x̃S ← T × jxG (33)

For each particle from XG, multiple transformations can be sampled, and thus X̃S may contain

larger number of particles than XG. X̃S can then be used to evaluate the information gain based

on Equation 26.

Since the full-state particle filter does not explicitly maintain the transformation between

two sections of a part, but rather each full-state particle, jx, represents the full 6 × n state.

Ideally p(T SG |XG) can be estimated by directly computing the transformation between the state

of section S and the corresponding state of section G in the same full-state particle. This will

give us the transformation conditioned on that specific state of section G. However, this is not

practical since XG is only a set of small number of discrete particles that are sampled from the

continuous belief. When there only a small number of particles, there may only be a single value

T SG for each identical XG.

Instead, the prior p(T SG) is used to estimate the conditional posterior p(T SG |XG). p(T SG) is
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created as a list of potential transformations by calculating T SG for the state jxS of section S and

the corresponding state jxG for section G in every full-state particle, where 1 ≤ j ≤ N . The list

p(T SG) is sampled uniformly when used to transform jxG to x̃S .

Note that this estimation seems to contradict to what full-state particle is trying to solve,

where the dependence between the transformation p(T SG |XG) and XG is maintained to achieve

high precision. However, as the expected information gain is only used to evaluate the quality

of a candidate measurement action, it will not affect the precision of the full-state particle filter

directly.

For larger number of particles, there are two alternative approaches which relax this assump-

tion in different ways, both of which involve grouping particles using discrete 6-dimensional

bins bGj by their corresponding state values of the goal feature, where bGj is the bin that jxG falls

within. This idea is similar to that for adaptive sample size by using bins to discretize the con-

tinuous distribution, and the size of the bin bG can also be adjusted according to the covariance

of the states for goal feature similar to technique for adaptive bandwidth.

The first approach estimates the conditional probability p(T SG |jxG) by p(T SG |bGj ). For each
jxG, the bin bGj is determined, thus the transformation sampled from p(T SG |bGj ) is used to trans-

form jxG to x̃S as in Equation 33. Rather than explicitly estimates p(T SG |jxG), the second ap-

proach combines particles that produce similar configuration for the goal feature, i.e. jxG falls

within the same bin bGj . To calculate H(XG|M) using particles XS , measurement actions are

used to sort the particles into bins b for measurement values. Then, particles that produce suffi-

ciently similar goal feature configurations (i.e. fall within the same bin bGj ) are treated as identical

particles when computing entropy, by combining these into groups L. The updated equations for

grouped particles are:

p(Lx|bk) =
∑

i,j 1(mi,j ∈ bk)1(i ∈ L) · wi
Wk

(34)

H(X |bk) = −
∑
L

p(Lx|bk) log(p(Lx|bk)) (35)

In practice, these two approaches did not work as expected, partially because that the small

number of particles used in the experiment cannot maintain sufficient density for this descretiza-
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tion of goal feature configuration to produce meaningful group sizes. Instead, the original ap-

proach that samples the transformations directly from p(T SG) is used for the measurement predic-

tion.

4.4 Evaluation

The full-state particle filter was evaluated in simulation. The software was implemented in ROS

using C++. This experiment simulated a specific task which is common in manufacturing: local-

izing a target location, defined by datums, to drill a hole on an object.

The datum particle filter was simulated on the same object as used in the rigid-body particle

filter, with adaptations made to allow internal degrees of freedom. The object is composed of 6

precisely manufactured sections, and tolerance between sections was determined by engineering

drawings (for precisely defined features), and our assumptions (for loosely defined relationships).

The target hole is localized by measuring its referenced datums. Specifically, the pose of the

hole feature (green cylinder) in Figure 4 is defined by an offset distance from the top and right

sections shown in Figure 5a, and the axis of the hole is orthogonal to the front plane. The radius of

the hole is 1cm with a depth of 3.5cm. The hole does not exist yet, and thus cannot be measured

directly. In order to localize the hole location precisely without direct measurement on the hole,

the transformations between the target location and its defining datum sections is assumed to

have very small uncertainty along some dimensions, e.g. the vertical distance between the center

of the hole and the top plane. The particles of the hole are computed and maintained separately.

At each step, the measurement is simulated using the same ray-casting algorithm for rigid-

body particle filter. Each measurement is assumed to have a small measurement error (0.02cm).

Candidate measurement actions are sampled in the workspace. The information gain for each

measurement is calculated based on Equation 26. In this experiment, for each measurement

performed 500 candidate actions are sampled with non-zero information gain. Only the mea-

surement action with the largest expected information gain is “performed” in simulation and

used to update the beliefs.
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Figure 8: Simulation result for full-state particle filter
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Results

A total of 20 measurements are simulated during each trial. The number of full-state particles

are constrained between a minimum of 50 and a maximum of 800. The simulation uses a total of

6 mesh models, one for each section. After each update, the average estimated pose of the hole

is computed by averaging the hole poses produced from all particles.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the full-state particle filter. Translational error and rota-

tional error are defined between the estimated pose of the hole and its true state. The rate in the

third figure is defined as the probability among all 30 trials that a cylinder with radius equal to

90% of the original radius of the hole positioned in the ground true state will not collide with the

hole positioned in the average estimated state after each measurement. The probability is defined

as rate = 1 − # collisions/# trials, where # collisions ∈ [0, # trials] is the times of trials

where a collision is happen. The results show that the errors of the estimated pose decreased

rapidly after each new measurement is applied on the system. The datum particle filter can con-

verge to less than 1 mm for translational error and 0.0004 rad for rotational error after around 10

simulated measurements. The probability that there is no collision between the estimated hole

and the imagined fitting cylinder also increases rapidly after the first 5 measurements. At the end

of the 20 measurements, there is still one trial among a total of 30 trials that results in a collision.

However, considering the difference of the radius between the hole and the fitting cylinder is

only 0.1cm and the depth is 3.5cm, this is a reasonably good result.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis introduced the rigid-body particle filter and datum particle filter for real-time local-

ization with touch probe. The rigid-body particle filter uses rejection sampling and a precom-

puted distance transform, which overcomes the particle starvation problem and can achieve both

high precision and real time localization for rigid-body object. The full-state datum particle filter

is built upon the rigid-body particle filter, but takes the engineering tolerance for manufactured

part into consideration. It provides a method to localize a task location defined by datums on an

object with internal degrees of freedom.
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For future work, we would like to implement the full-state particle filter on a physical system

for further evaluation. In addition, we would like to combine the full-state particle filter presented

in this thesis and the independent-state particle filter [3] together: use individual full-state particle

filter for each group of sections with strictly-defined internal relationships to minimize the loss of

information, while using a independent-state particle filter to maintain different full-state filters

for different groups of sections and other loosely-defined sections, each of which is represented

by a single full-state particle filter, for better scalability.
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